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Aiguille du Midi : «La Rébuffat/Baquet»

By Gaston Rébuffat et Maurice Baquet 1956

Superb rock, magnificent view, a beautiful, logical and varied itinerary, the Rébuffat signature... The only quandary: high
season crowds. Go with respect; the glacier approach, the «alpine» grades, the gear to place can come as a surprise even
to good climbers.

Approach: From the upper Aiguille du Midi station, descend the arete and go in the direction of the Cosmiques hut. On the flat of the glacier, locate the overhang just before the «S»-shaped crack, and reach one
of the starts of the route, 15 minutes.
R1 is the normal start, bolt in place. Watch out, its access can be difficult if the glacier is too low. Other starts
are possible, including the original start of the opening in 1956.
- Glacier gear
- 1 set of C4 camalots up to n°3 (blue)
- 1 set of nuts
- 10-12 quickdraws including 3-4 composed of a long sling.

- 600 ft of rock climbing/obligatory 5.9
- The anchors are in place
- 2-3 bolts to an anchor/rappels
- 50m ropes

Itinéraire
P1
P2 30m 5.9

First pitch to reach R1.
From R1, go to to the left to the corner which stops under a step, bolt. Traverse to the left and directly
overcome the wall above with a delicate move. Climb up to the end of the large roof and traverse towards
the left. Do not stop at the anchor under the rood but continue 5m farther left until you find R2.

P3 25m 5.10a

The legendary pitch, magnificent. Some pitons can be found in the thin crack. R3 on the left.

P4 40m 5.10a

From R3, first come back towards the right and after a few meters traverse very much to the left, delicate
move. Continue through the cracked corner which leads to a small downward ramp. You can make an
intermediate anchor here. Follow this ramp downwards and overcome above the slightly athletic corner
which leads to the beautiful R4 platform.

P5 30m 5.9

From R4, ascend to the right the small layback corner. Delicate move to get out to the left. Continue
through a noticeable corner, easy, until R5.
From R5, overcome the wide crack, continue straight in the cracked slab, get over a short vertical wall with
two thin parallel cracks (one move). Personally, I take the left one... To the right, get to an easy corner. R6
is on the plateau. Possible little variant to shunt the thin crack (dotted line, 5.9).
Follow the plateau to the left for 5-6 meters and overcome the cracked corner above. The exit is often wet,
large pin with a loop on the right. Then directly overcome the terrasses which are often snowy, above. R7
is at the top of the terraces, on a pillar. Variant from R6 (5.10b)

P6 30m 5.10a
P7 20m 5.9

From R7 Exit 1. Normal exit that leads to the summit of the Aiguille.
P8 30m 5.7

P9 20m 5.10c

From R7, straight above and follow the sometimes snowy couloir. When it ends, after 25 meters,
overcome left a short cracked wall which leads to the R8 ledge, facing the NE face.
From R8, traverse left through the slab and climb a short crimpy wall. Then get to the arete on the right
and follow it until the first anchor. The rappel anchor is a few meters farther, to the West.

From R7 Exit 2. Through the Cretton crack which leads to the shoulder to the west of the summit/less often climbed.
P8 25m 5.8
From R7, climb straight above a small, easy spur. By way of a delicate move to the left, get to a crack
system which leads to the R8 ledge.
P9 25m 5.10a From R8, traverse left and then follow the diagonal crack ascending left. At the end of it, pass into the
Cretton crack. Delicate moves at the start, then the end is easy. R9 is on the shoulder.

Aiguille du Midi : «La Rébuffat/Baquet»
«Two-part» itinerary
Approach: From the upper Aiguille du Midi station,
descend the arete and go in the direction of the Cosmiques hut. On the flat of the glacier, locate the overhang just before the «S»-shaped crack, and reach one
of the starts of the route, 15 minutes.
R1 is the normal start, bolt in place. Watch out, its access can be difficult if the glacier is too low. Other starts
are possible, including the original start of the opening
in 1956.
- 600 ft of rock climbing/obligatory 5c
- The anchors are in place
- 2-3 bolts to an anchor/rappels
- 50m ropes
- Glacier gear
- 1 set of C4 camalots up to n°3 (blue)
- 1 set of nuts
- 10-12 quickdraws including 3-4 composed of a long sling.

Descent
From the summit of the Aiguille
From R8, at the summit of the aiguille, follow the arete
towards the West until the rappel that allows you to get to
the tourist balconies. The diagonal abseil is a little delicate.
Use the glued-in bars.
From the West shoulder/Cretton exit
A short rappel to the balconies.
Rappels in the Rébuffat route
The abseil descent of the Rébuffat route is difficult.
The diagonal pitches make it dangerous. If there
is a problem and you need to abseil, here is some
info:
On the topo, the «white circle» anchors are fitted.
«Orange anchors»: other routes/as indication
The line indicated here leads to the glacier 30 meters left of
the start. It’s a bit annoying, but it avoids complicated
rappels.
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